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Dodsworth and the duck are headed for Japan!Â But will duck be on his best behaviorÂ in a

landÂ of customs, manners, and order?Â Or will Dodsworth have to say sayonara to the duck

before the trip is through?Â Readers will enjoy finding out as theseÂ two unlikely traveling

companions make their way through Tokyo.Â Short sentences, clean design, and gemlike little

paintings of the Land of the Rising Sun make it easy for newly independent readersÂ to enjoy the

journey.
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In this latest installment, Dodsworth and the duck continue their adventures in Tokyo, where

Dodsworth cautions the impetuous duck to be on his best behavior since "Japan is a land of

customs and manners and order." The very qualities duck most certainly isn't. But for the most part

duck does manage to contain himself, to the surprise of his friend. Together they take in the sights

of Yoyogi Park, eat sushi, visit the Imperial Palace, stroll through the East Gardens--where duck

falls in and must be rescued (even though he's a duck he never learned to swim)--and tour the

Museum of Imperial Collections.It's only when the pair travel to a temple that things start to fall



apart. A festival is underway and duck disappears into the crowd. Soon he's flipping and jumping

and sliding all over the place, crashing into people and knocking things over. Has duck lost it for

good? No, there's a reason for his crazy antics and a very satisfying one.Tim Egan has written and

illustrated another winning easy reader featuring this odd pair of mismatched travelers. And

according to a recent interview, their next stop is Athens. The Parthenon had better watch out!

A wonderful travel series with Dodsworth and duck. This one takes him to Tokyo and its amazing

that I was able to tell my daughter that I had been to some of the places that this odd couple visited.

It is a wonderful way to find out about different cities in the world. I have become a big fan of Tim

Egan.

Dodsworth in Tokyo is funny, witty and full of adventure, as with the other books in the Dodsworth

series. My son has the entire collection and this, along with Dodsworth in Paris, is one of his

favorites. Looking forward to the next release!

After exhausting Mr. Egan's series, my son and daughter studied the map to suggest where the

characters should travel next.We highly recommend the series for kindergarten through second

grade, although it is interesting enough to hold attention of kids on either side of that age

span/reading level.Have already ordered the set for a 2013 holiday gift for our niece & nephew!

This series is darling and brilliantly written. The humor is sophisticated and can be appreciated by

kids and adults. The reading level is great for first/second grade, with enough challenging words.

Highly recommend this entire set of books. I wish Tim Egan would write more and a film would be

wonderful.

Dodsworth and the duck go to Tokyo. Everything is mysterious and delicious and cleverly fun. The

duck has trouble fitting in, as usual, and accidently breaks things and knocks things over, but all is

good in the end. I really liked this little trip to Tokyo with Dodsworth and the duck.

A devilishly cute early reader. Dodsworth is a proper little gentleman, and his companion is a duck

that gets into kooky mishaps. Their travels to Japan in this adventure give the reader a wonderful

glimpse into Japanese culture, from odd words (Arigato) to toys (kendama) to food (wagashi).



A wonderful pair of characters, Dodsworth (an aardvark?) and his companion, the duck, who always

seems to get into trouble, travel to Tokyo. The duck can't swim or fly, but he can sure do lots of

other things, like run into a rickshaw, fall into a koi pond, and create a gymnastic commotion at the

Sanja Festival. But he's good-hearted and trying his best, so you can't help but relate to and root for

the duck. Dodsworth and the duck have many adventures, do a very good deed, and see the sights

of Tokyo. What a terrific easy reader book, full of heart and humor.
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